If you would like to add a colleague to the distribution list, please update your organisation’s contacts using the

The Net-Zero Banking Alliance also extends a warm welcome to Arion Bank, Crédito (Persero) Tbk.

Welcome to our new members!

kindly fill out

already and are interested in joining the Working Group to pilot and facilitate the

provided input to the latest EFRAG’s Materiality Assessment Implementation Guidance.

Assessment and join our related Working Group

Read UNEP FI’s input to EFRAG’s Implementation Guidance on Materiality

The fourth edition of the webinar series on thematic aspects of banking regulation,

4 March | 11:00am-12:00pm CET

Emerging regulatory approaches to managing plastic pollution

are invited to sign the statement to call on governments for an ambitious plastics treaty that

Project will open the Finance Statement on Plastic Pollution for signatures. All financial

Dutch Association of Investors for Sustainable Development and the Carbon Disclosure

the Business Coalition for a Global Plastics Treaty (Ellen MacArthur Foundation/WWF), the

Committee to develop an international legally binding instrument on plastic pollution,

Onboarding finance to beat plastic pollution

Coalition. Register to attend

A members-only webinar will be hosted on the European Energy Efficiency Financing

oplatforms covering energy efficiency and plastic pollution

The European Energy Efficiency Financing Coalition

 Attend a series of upcoming webinars covering energy efficiency and plastic pollution

The European Sustainable Finance framework

UNEP FI contributes to the report “a compendium of market practices” on

UNEP FI, PRI, Finance for Biodiversity Foundation, and the Business Coalition for a Global Plastics Treaty

for regular updates. (password: unepfi)

To learn more about UNEP FI’s capacity building opportunities, visit here.

For questions or concerns, please contact

Costanza Ghera